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U N I V E R S A L  S T O R A G E  F O R

LIFE SCIENCES

A C C E L E R A T E  Y O U R  R A C E 

T O  T H E  C U R E .

T H E  P Y R A M I D  I S  D E A D .

Life science organizations have long been 

challenged by ever-growing data and processing 

demands which strain current storage systems not 

only to hold back the deluge of data volume but 

also to provide sufficient performance to keep up 

as toolkits evolve how pipelines access and interact 

with data. VAST breaks the decades-old storage 

performance and capacity tradeoff to enable 

bioinformatics applications at any scale to benefit 

from the speed, IO consistency, and simplicity of 

all-flash parallel file system storage.

Life science teams have long struggled to balance IO performance with the volume of data generated 

by bioinformatics pipelines. To address this, data is often tiered across a complex, pyramidal hierarchy of 

storage systems, each designed to provide either fast IO or large capacity. While this pyramid of storage 

partially solves some organization’s storage problems by relegating cold data to slow, archival storage; 

scientists continue to evolve the questions they ask of their data. Since it is impossible to process and 

analyze data that’s been exiled to slow, archival storage – the opportunity for rapid scientific discovery on 

vast reserves of data is lost. At the same time, larger pools of data create new opportunities to find new 

correlations – but as of now, it has not been economically practical to store the entire life science research 

corpus on one fast tier of Flash.

V A S T ’ S  K E Y  B E N E F I T S

All-Flash Performance 

Performance that is 10x faster 

than scale-out hard drive based 

storage. Ideal for random and 

metadata intensive IO.

Tier-5 Cost Efficiency 

Engineered at every level to 

democratize the use of flash for 

HPC and AI applications.

Enterprise NAS Simplicity 

Simple, multi-protocol storage for 

any scale-out application.

Life science organizations and research-based 

universities have long been challenged by ever-

growing data and processing demands, which strain 

current storage systems to not only hold back the 

deluge of data volume but also provide sufficient 

performance to keep up as toolkits evolve how 

pipelines access and interact with data. VAST Data 

breaks the tradeoff between storage performance 

and capacity with its Universal Storage system 

architecture, built with Intel® Optane™ SSDs for 

low-latency writes and 44 QLC 3D NAND SSDs for 

high-density reads. This enables bioinformatics 

applications at any scale to benefit from the speed, 

IO consistency, and simplicity of all-flash parallel file 

system storage.

Data volumes have exploded, and the rise of game-changing AI and analytics applications has led to a period of reckoning: 

Many organizations and universities are questioning old traditions and systems that no longer serve them. Life science teams 

have long struggled to balance IO performance with the volume of data generated by bioinformatics pipelines. For universities, 

researchers must ensure that data is stored securely, with appropriate backup facilities in place.

To address this, data is often tiered across a complex, pyramidal hierarchy of storage systems, each designed to provide either 

fast IO or large capacity. While this pyramid of storage partially solves some organizations’ storage problems by relegating 

cold data to slow, archival storage, researchers and scientists continue to evolve the questions they ask of their data. Since it is 

impossible to process and analyze data that’s been exiled to slow, archival storage, the opportunity for rapid scientific discovery 

on vast reserves of data is lost. At the same time, larger pools of data create new opportunities to find new correlations — but as 

of now, it has not been economically practicable to store the entire life science research corpus on one fast tier of flash storage.

V A S T ’ S  K E Y  B E N E F I T S  

All-Flash Performance
Performance that is 10x faster than scale-out hard  
drive-based storage. Ideal for bio and AI pipelines that 
otherwise suffer from random and metadata-intensive IO.

Tier-5 Cost Efficiency
Engineered at every level to democratize the  
use of flash for HPC and AI applications.

Enterprise NAS Simplicity
Simple, multi-protocol storage for any scale-out application.

Linear, Predictable Scale
Seamlessly scale concurrent users, client nodes, 
and performance across the entire storage solution.

Flexible Provisioning
Easily scale your compute power up or down  
as the needs of your applications change.

A C C E L E R A T E  Y O U R  
R A C E  T O  T H E  C U R E .

T H E  P Y R A M I D  I S  D E A D .



A  B E T T E R  O P T I O N :
V A S T  D A T A  U N I V E R S A L  S T O R A G E .

VAST Data breaks the decades-old tradeoff between storage performance and storage capacity with a new storage system 

architecture that enables unlimited processing on exabyte-scale, affordable flash. With Universal Storage, pipelines run faster, 

administration is easier, and the data center impact is smaller.

VAST Data’s unique combination of low-cost flash, highly efficient data protection, and industry-leading data reduction enables 

life science organizations and research-based universities to affordably deploy Universal Storage for existing research data. 

By breaking away from the classic “shared nothing” model of building storage, users can now scale compute independent of 

capacity. This means that they no longer need to buy capacity when all they need is performance, and vice versa.

Up to 90% Less Wait Time
With all-flash performance and fully distributed metadata performance,  
Universal Storage reduces pipeline wall clock time.

Archive Economics
VAST’s Universal Storage scalability makes it possible to store,  
manage, process, and archive all data in one scalable place.

Multi-Protocol Access
Applications, users, and instruments can access the same data via SMB,  
S3, and NFS simultaneously, thereby eliminating specialized storage silos.

Multi-Tenant Infrastructure
VAST server pooling capability provides dedicated QoS for competing user applications.

RDMA Client Access
Easily accelerate HPC and AI applications without complex PFS software. NFSoRDMA  
enables clients to achieve up to 400% more performance than TCP-based file systems.

NAS Simplicity
One simple-to-manage scale-out file system appliance, remotely monitored by VAST.

Enhanced Resilience With Low Overhead
VAST’s new data protection codes can support more concurrent failures  
in a failure domain for a 99.9999999% durable architecture, while reducing  
overhead to as little as 3% vs. 30%-66% for typical systems.



Building from the ground up on game-changing technologies, VAST Data has developed the world’s first all-flash storage 

platform that revolutionizes the economics of flash storage to make flash infrastructure affordable for all classes of data, thereby 

rendering the hard drive and storage tiering obsolete. The power of VAST’s Universal Storage platform is instrumental to life 

science organizations and research-based universities, powering next-generation life science advancements and helping build a 

modern architecture that is more powerful, simpler, more flexible, and less expensive than traditional storage.

Our mission is to bring an end to decades of complexity and application bottlenecks. VAST combines a series of innovations 

to radically change the flash cost vs. capacity equation, democratizing the utility of flash for all data and all applications. The 

result: a dramatically simplified and universal storage experience where applications benefit from being able to store and access 

all their data in real time. Since we started shipping customer-ready systems in late 2018, VAST has established itself as the 

fastest-selling storage company in history. Every day, organizations across diverse industries and across four continents are 

modernizing their analytics, content, computing, and AI infrastructure with Universal Storage. 

To learn how VAST Data can help you drive results, contact us today at 212.658.1753 or visit vastdata.com.

VAST Data, Inc. | 1460 Broadway | New York, NY 10036 | 212.658.1753 | hello@vastdata.com

S A M P L E  G E N O M I C S  P I P E L I N E  W I T H  V A S T
millions of IOPS • TBs of throughput • exabytes of capacity

V A S T  I S  D E M O C R A T I Z I N G  F A S T  A C C E S S  T O  A L L  D A T A .
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